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My VISION FOR XAVIER
"My vision for Xavier is simple. What Iwant most ofall is that
a Xavier education be of such quality that each and every
graduate will say: 'I received an absolutely superb education at
Xavier. I could not have received afiner education anywhere in
the world.' I want every Xavier graduate to say: 'I know that I
am intellectually, morally and spiritually prepared to take my
place in arapidly changing global society and to have apositive
impact on that society - to live a life beyond myself for other
people.' "
James E. Hoff, S.J.
President
Xavier University
.--------- _..--------.--.-.-----.- ----------------- ----1
,
"
Ralph S. Michael, III
Michael G. Morrison, SJ.
Joseph A. Pichler
Joseph L. Rippe '72
Thomas 1. Shanahan, SJ.
Jack Sherman, Jr.
Paul G. Sittenfeld
William L. Verbryke, SJ.
Joseph P. Viviano '59
Jeffrey P. von Arx, SJ.
Thomas L. Williams
Anne Maddux Zaring
Xavier University Board ofTrustees
Michael 1. Conaton '55 (Chairman)
James W. Duff '62
Charles P. Gallagher '60
Jerry A. Grundhofer
Louise A. Head'86
Christine H. Heekin '84
James E. Hoff, SJ.
Barbara 1. Howard '76
David R. Huhn '59
Robert 1. Kohlhepp '71
David A. Kohnen
Lawrence A. Leser '57
George E. Castrucci '59
Thomas G. Cody
Robert A. Conway '49
John P. Daly, SJ.
Gerald 1. DeBrunner '59
J. Kenneth Blackwell '70
Joseph A. Bracken, SJ. '53
Sr. Myra James Bradley, S.C.
Gordon F. Brunner'65
Victoria B. Buyniski
Luke J. Byrne, SJ.
Robert H. Castellini
Officers of the University
James E. Bundschuh
Vice President for Academic Affairs
1. Richard Hirte
Vice President for Financial Administration
James E. Hoff, SJ.
President
1. Leo Klein, SJ. '55
Vice President Spiritual Development
Ronald A. Slepitza
Vice President for Student Deve lopment
Michael J. Graham, SJ.
Vice President for Development
John F. Kucia '72
Administrative Vice President
Vincent H. Beckman '38
University Counsel
Other Members of the Stage Party
Sylvia A. Bessegato
Associate Vice President Student Development
Cynthia Crown
Chair Faculty Committee
Eugene 1. Carmichael, SJ.
Associate Vice President Spiritual Development
Thomas J. Cunningham '92
Associate Vice President Financial Administration
Daniel W. Geeding
Dean College of Business Administration
Neil R. Heighberger
Dean College of Social Sciences
Phillip D. Jones
Associate Dean Business Administration
David H. Kalsbeek
Associate Vice President Enrollment Services
MaxJ. Keck
Dean College of Arts & Sciences
Thomas P. Kennealy, SJ.
Associate Dean Arts and Sciences
Paul L. Lindsay, Jr. '56
Associate Vice President Development
Alexis Wesley
Class of 1996
Rose Ann Fleming, S.N.D. de N.
Academic Advisor
Carol A. Rankin







Susan G. Wideman '84
Dean Center for Adult &Part-time Students
Valerie C. Withiam
Associate Vice President Marketing and Public Relations
Jo Anne L. Young
Director University L'lbraries




Pomp and Circumstance, Edward W. Elgar
Rondeau, Jean Joseph Mouret
The Marching Song, Edward Solomon
Grand Marshal
John W. Rettig
Professor, Department of Classics
Faculty Marshals
Candidates for Degrees








Vice President Academic Affairs
Posting of Colors
Xavier University ROTC Battalion
The National Anthem
led by Alexis Wesley
Class of 1996
Invocation
Rose Ann Fleming, S.N.D. de N.
AcademiC Advisor




James E. Hoff, S.J.
President
Presentation of the Xavier University
Leadership Medallion
James E. Hoff, S.l
John G. Smale, Recipient
Commencement Address
John G. Smale
Retired Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Procter &Gamble Company
Conferral of Honorary Degrees
James E. Hoff, S.1.
Candidates for Honorary Degrees will be presented by
members of the Board of Trustees
Bishop Wilton D. Gregory, S.L.D.
Doctor of Humane Letters fionoris causa
Helen D. Williams




Presentation of Candidates for Degrees
James E. Bundschuh
Max 1. Keck, Dean
Neil R. Heighberger, Dean
Daniel W. Geeding, Dean
Conferral of Degrees
James E. Hoff, S.l
Reader
1. Leo Klein, S.1.
Vice President Spiritual Development
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Incidental Music
(to permit graduates to return to their places)
Alma Mater Xavier
(inside back cover)
Led by Alexis Wesley
Class of 1996
Benediction
J. Leo Klein, S.J.
Recessional
Allegro Maestoso, G.F. Handel
Photography
Photographs of the graduates will be taken by
a professional photographer during the
ceremony. Ifdesired, additional individual
and family portrait opportunities will
be provided during the reception at
Yeatman's Cove.
Guests are permitted to take pictures from the
floor area by the stage. Please use the stairs
between sections 120 and 122.
In consideration of others, please limit



































































































































The College ofArts and Sciences





















































































































































Michael Gustav Hanpeler, Jr.













































































Bachelor of Science Julie Maria Gough Megan Elaine Miller
Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude
August 18, 1995 Holly Marie Graziani Kristen Anne Nadler
Aric Edgar Cruz
Magna Cum Laude
James Robert Niceley III
Cesar Edwin Dario
Daniel Wright Hambrook
Tanya Nicole NilesCum Laude
Darius Christopher Nercessian Barbara Lyn Harris Avinne Lynn Overton
Safieh Mohammad Odeh
Cum Laude Cum Laude
Michael David Watts
Peter John Haverkos Jeremy Shawn Pletz
Gwen Marie Zang
Grant James Haviland Sarah Catherine Reichard
Jennifer Ann Hentz Judith Elaine Reid
December 15, 1995
Diane Elizabeth Herzog Paul Edward Schmeltzer
Eileen Marie Conroy
Eric Michael Hoffmeister Stephanie Anne SchneiderMagna Cum Laude




Christopher Henry Martin April Dawn Hunter
Tammy Sue Shidler
Ronald Gary Singleton
Robert leRoy Ryan, Jr. John Edward Jenkins
Thomas William Smyth
Thomas Andrew Spirka Elisa Margaret Jones Cum Laude
Michelle Lynn Walker Stanley Joseph Kaniecki III Tia Rachel Snellings
Summa Cum Laude




May4.1996 Lisa Marie Knapp
Christopher George Staat
Summa Cum Laude
Mark Joseph Augenstein Cum Laude Anthony Earl Svoboda
Ruchika Bajaj Colleen Julia Knecht Brian Allen Tent
Lisa Ann Baur Alison Marie Koch Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Anthony Jay Bohman Andras AttHa Kovach
Brent Jefferson Thompson
Lisa Marie Bohnett Cum Laude Jennifer Julia Torline
Jennifer Rose Brenner Diane Elizabeth Lennon Dallas Rhea Trinkle III
Joseph Richard Leon
Cum Laude
Erin Diane Browne Mark Edward Vaske
Julie Christine Burridge Christopher Roger Lieb Nicholas David Vetter
Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude
Melissa Marie Carr Marie Antoinette Lucente Susan Marie Welch
Cum Laude Nicole Ann Lung Daniel Steven Wheeler
Michael Thomas Costello Corinne Oaudine Malatin
Cum Laude
Cheri Lynn Crouch Jeannette Mary Marois
Gregory Robert Wojtkiewicz
Shannon Marie Dickie Emily Nicole Mayer
Brian Damion Young
Cum Laude Julia Marie Yunker
Jason Robert Dunbar Barry Fitzgerald McLaugWin James Joseph ZettlerCum Laude
Jack Wesley English III Angela Marie Menkhaus
Robert Paul Fiedeldey, Jr. Cum Laude
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Bachelor of Fine Arts Brian George Worsdall Deirdra Lynn Bowers
August 18,1995
Jodie L. Zeuch Olinka Susanne Boyd
Patricia Marie Gallagher December 15,1995
Constance O. Brempong
May 4, 1996
James Kendall Anderson Joan L. Brooks
Kelly Ann Conkey
Sandra K. Anderson Alice Lyles Burkes
Lauren Ann Grosser
Bridget Jeannine Andria James Eric Burnor
Ronald David Berger Nancy Kennedy Cameron
Cum Laude









Summa Cum Laude Catherine Roesener Funcheon Sharon Schecker Conrad
Ann Elizabeth Wheeler Branning Theresa Marie Gorrasi Amy Elizabeth CornettCum Laude
Steven Scott Brodbeck
Diana Lynn Haskins Crystal Lynne Crawford
YounAh Chae
Flora Dolores Higgins Peter Andrew Daumeyer
Daniel Wesly Ooyd
Tracy Stuart Jones Todd A. Davitt
Kathleen Mary Diedrichs
Michael Joseph Lassandro Chantell Marie DuBoisCum Laude
Franklin David Estes, Jr. Megan Jane Mclain Jolyon Charles Fryer
Summa Cum Laude Jeffrey C. Meiners Corine Gibson
Frederick Gregory Fiebig
Lisa Ann Moore-Shelton Debra Ann GleasonMagna Cum Laude
Gigiauna Marie Fioresi Tamara Jeane Patton Mary Ann Ballard Gleason
Robert R. Gehring Dionne LaVerne Rogers Nicholas Anthony Haggerty
Cum Laude
Alice Patricia Ryan James Robert Hansel
Gale L. Griffith Magna Cum Laude Jason Lawrence Hermes
David Raymond Gully Thelma Luwell Stevenson Patricia Lynn HillCum Laude
Martin Joseph Sweeney
Marla Jeanne Hillerich Summa Cum Laude Jack Howard Hoffman
Mary Margaret lonna Anthony Grimm Traub Francis Xavier Homan III
Anand Kurup Donna Kay Wynn Connie Seger Huhn
Delaine Kathryn Lafkas May 4, 1996 Reda Kindred Hutton
Anita Kim Miller Mary Beth Adams Thomas John Jackson
Nicolas A. Munne Penza
Magna Cum Laude Connie Denise Jenkins
Julie Lynn Sigman
Loveleen Kaur Bajwa Renee Joiner
Magna Cum Laude Sandra Lynn Barlag Erica Lynn Jones
Gary Robert Smith Louvenia Binford Randall S. Jordan

































BJ.A., Kent State University
Gregory Haitz
History




















B.S., University of Cincinnati
Janet Yvette Duguay
English
B.S.Ed.. University of Cincinnati
Thomas Michael Glennon
History
B.A., With Honors, University of Dayton
Lori Ann Walker Huelsman
Theology
B.F.A., With Honors, Ohio University
Mary Lynn Schoen
Theology




DIPL, St. Paul's National Major Seminary
Sally Schlegel Bowron
Theology
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, College of Mount St. Joseph
BA Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Laurene Theresa Hagman
Theology
BA Ohio Dominican College






B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
M.A., University of Cincinnati
Karol King
Theology




B.A., Mercy College of Detroit
Scott Richards Noll
English
B.S.. Bowling Green State University
JoAnn Ross
Humanities
B,A., Northern Kentucky University
Sharon Davies Woodrow
Humanities
BA, Antioch University Yellow Springs
The College of Social Sciences











































































































Mary Beth Madeline McMahon
Cum Laude
Matthew Jason Meier
Harry Peter Noznesky Jennifer Ann Berning John Lawrence Guminey
Robert Francis Polsinelli John T. Bielecki Kristy Lynn Hardwick
Amy Jo Puterbaugh James Lyle Birdsong
Cum Laude
Melissa Jean Hathorn
Mark David Rothmayer Maureen Terese Boyle Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Leslie Nicole Breitenstein Joseph Eric Heaton
Deva Rena Upshaw
John Austin Bush Christiana Rose Hendrickson
Amy Anne Weller
Christina Ann Caputi Jody K. Herdtner
December 15, 1995 Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Robert Albers, Jr. Kevin Eugene Carr Dustin Wayne Hollingsworth
Terri Lynn Blunk Molly Bridget Cassidy Emily Elizabeth Horsley
Jill Marie Caldwell Michael Ewing Childers Alisha Marie Houston
Charles Edward Combs Douglas Patrick Chimenti James Richard Howe











Patricia Ann Haufler Ann Marie Kafoure
Summa Cum Laude John Paul Dalferro
Michael Christian Kaniowski
Kelley Lynn Keller Lisa Marie Daly
Matthew John Kendall
Michael Alan Klemt Stefanie Jean Day
Kristen Ann KrysmalskiCum Laude
Nicole Marie Like
Richard Stacy Decker Kimberly Marie KuchenbuchCum Laude







Erin Marie Doyle Kristen Elizabeth Link
Kathleen B. Suehr Cum Laude Cum Laude
Elizabeth Ann Sutherland Sean Patrick Duffy Robert Salvatore LoParo
Natasha Lynn Terrell John Michael Dunn Stacey Lorraine Lucas
Cum Laude Cum Laude
Alison Elizabeth Tyler
Douglas William Dwyer Carolyn Sue MaierMagna Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Anne Marie look Ann Catherine Evans
Cum Laude Erica Jane MartinKeri Ann Francis
May 4. 1996 Kristen Elizabeth Frank
Christine Margaret McCabe
Kennan Charles Abbo Eric Michael MilamHeather Anne Gilbert
Lisa Michelle Ahem Cum Laude Misty Ann Mitchell
Cum Laude Katharine Anne Gleason Michael David Mulcahey
Geri Beretta Anderson William Douglas Godby Mary Katherine Naylon
Julie Kay Andres Jennifer Lynn Griffith Erin Elizabeth Marie Neil


























































































































BA, University of Cincinnati
Abbie O'Ferrell Beacham
Psychology
BA, Eastern Kentucky University
B.BA, Eastern Kentucky University
M.S., Eastern Kentucky University
Julie Cattell-Tragesser
Psychology






B.S .. Denison University
Gina Ann McConnell
Psychology
B.A., University of Dayton
Thomais Polydoropoulou
Psychology



















A.B., Cum Laude, West Liberty State College
Steven Paul Vonderhaar
Psychology










A.B., With Honors. Ohio University
Karl Lynn Burton
Psychology
B.A., With Honors. Ohio University
Kathryn Lynn Clabaugh
Psychology
B.A., Wheaton College Illinois
Debora Ann Cummins
Psychology . .


















BA, Cum Laude, University of CinCinnati
Jennifer Marie May
Psychology . .
8.S .. Magna Cum Laude, Eastern Kentucky University
Douglas David Moll
Psychology
B.S., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Kelly Marie Murphy
Psychology
BA, With Honor. Ohio University
Jacqueline Marie Pramuk
Psychology




B.A., With High Honors. OhiO University
Elizabeth Coleman Scheurer
Psychology . .
B.S., With Honors. University of LOUIsville
Yvonne Marie Stokes
Psychology . .
B.A., Cum Laude. Freed-Hardeman University
John Eugene Wade
Psychology





B.A.. Magna Cum Laude. Wilmington College
Barbara J. Parker-Torrey
Criminal Justice











B.S.• University of Cincinnati
Scott Eric Cornell
Criminal Justice
B.S.8A, The Ohio State University
Stephen Dennis DeFilippis
Criminal Justice






B.S., Savannah State College
Francis M. Wake
Criminal Justice















B.S.. The Ohio State University
Linda 1. Ambrose




SA. Magna Cum laude. University of South Carolina
Diane Marie Eisen






BA, Magna Cum Laude. Morehead State University
William Matheson Krenz
BA, College of Wooster
Marc Gerard Schilling
BH.S .. University of Kentucky
Viola Felisa Wiley
BA. UnIVersity of Dayton
December 15. 1995
William Bradley Allen




BRA. Unrverslty of Cincinnati
David Daniel Brecount
BA . MaITIl UnlverSlly
Pamela Lynn Fleck
BHS. Willi OISIIfiC/ion. Unrverslty 01 Kentucky
Eva Elizabeth Horton
BA . College 01 Wooster
Kristine Sherry Jessen
BS. Cilm laurie. James Madison University
Scott Erick Jones
B.S.SA. Bowling Green State University
Susan Marie Kovach
B.S., The Ohio State University
1. Nicholas Lair
B.S.SA. John Carroll University
Laura Ann Lindeman
B.S, Magna Cum Laude, Morehead State University
J.D., Northern Kentucky University
Kelly Anne Mazzier
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Kerry Gordon McGehee
B.S.. Northern Kentucky University
Jacquelin Marie Moleno




B.A., University of Cincinnati
Mia Linn Parise
B.S.• The Ohio State University
Denise Marie Pust
B.S .• Auburn University
William John Reidy III
B.S.B.A.. Xavier University
Sara Margaret Rice
B.H.S., University of Kentucky
James Richard Ryszewski




BS.B.A.. University of Louisville
Robert James Sweeny
BSBA., The Ohio State University
Susan Lynn Vanderpool
BA, University of Connecticut
May 4, 1996
Sheilah Ann Adams
BSN, Indiana University Bloomington
Angela Lynn Allen-Jackson
BS N. Unrversity of Cincinnati
Chyrl Ann Brandt
BA. Purdue University West Lafayette
Steven Allen Embry
BS. Magna Cum Laude. UfliverSlly of CinCinnati
MD. UniverSity of Clncrnnatl
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Gary John Enzweiler
B.S., Northern Kentucky University




B.S., Davenport College Of Business Grand Rapids
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
M.B.A.. Xavier University
Bruce William Foraker








B.S., Eastern Michigan University
M.BA. Xavier University
Jeffrey Alan Johnston
B.S., Southern Nazarene University
M.BA. Xavier University
Lauri Lynn Johnston
B.S., Summa Cum Laude. Southem Nazarene University
M.B.A.. Xavier University
Kelly Wendel Kelso




B.S., The Ohio State University
John L. Sinclair III
B.S., University of Southern Colorado
Joel Austin Spainhour
BB.A., University of Kentucky
Robert Earl Stegemiller
SA., Miami University
M.D., University of Cincinnati
Master of Science in Nursing
December 15, 1995
Cynthia Carrie Herrington
BSN, University of Cincinnati
May4,1996
Linda Lou Hilvert








B,S,N., University of Cincinnati
Jennifer Skinner






B,S,Ed" Central State University
Dawn Renee Applegate
B,S,Ed" Bowling Green State University
Shannon L. Aulick




B,S" Kansas State University Manhattan
Karen Ann Benton












B.S.Ed., University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Julie Ann Castle
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Regina Montgomery Chambers
8A, Summa Cum Laude, Morehead State University
Lewis S. Connell
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Jillian Loppley Darwish
BS., Cum Laude, University of CinCinnati
Sherry Ann Dumford
B,A., College of Mount St. Joseph
Jeffrey Scott David Durm
B,A., University of Wisconsin Madison
Michael Dean Fennell
B.A., University of Kentucky
Martha Ann Fetick












B.A., The Ohio State University
Paola Gonzalez








B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Wendy Lynn Hertel
B.S,Ed., University of Dayton
Kristan Kay Hinson
















8,S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
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Kimberly Kay Lankford
BA, Cum Laude, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
William Matthew Leach










B.A., University of Dayton
Shirlaine Ann Meyer




B.A., David lipscomb University
Ruby Dell Oliver










BUd" Cum Laude, Miami University
David 1. Ruwe
B, B.A.. University of Kentucky
Gereese Marie Ruwe
B.S.Ed .. University of Dayton
Mary Elizabeth Sawyer
B.S,Ed., Magna Cum Laude. University of Cincinnati
Pamela Brown Schall
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Karen Luppert Schneider









8S. The Ohio State University
Thomas Jay Sprague
8.S .. Eastern Kentucky University
Rick L. Stalder




B.S .• Oklahoma State University
Jeffrey Scott Timmers
B.S.Ed., University of Dayton
Sarah Christine Tomer
B.S. Cum Laude, Xavier University
M.Ed., University of Cincinnati
MS. Miami University
Theresa Towns
BS. Tennessee State University
Daniel Alan Trame
B.S .• Northern Kentucky University
David Larry Vannasdall
B.A, University of Kentucky
Maria Arcocha White
BA., Cum Laude, University of Toledo
Diane Ruth Wick
BS.Ed.. Wright State University
Troy Michael Williams
BA. Northern Kentucky University
December 15.1995
Karen Gemperle Ahr
BS. Magna Cum Laude. Xavier Unrverslty
Susan Marie Bechtel
BA. Cum Laude. Kentucky Wesleyan College
Paula Janice Blevins
85. Kentucky State University
Lisa Anne Buscemi-Hilliker








BA.lJrllverSity oj Colorado Bouldor
Rosie Mae Evans












B.L.A. Cum Laude, Xavier University
Nadine Theresa Hoss
B.A.. University of Minnesota Duluth
Lorna Denise Jones
B.A.. Thomas More College
Deborah Ann Kaffenbarger




B.A., Indiana University Bloomington
B.S .. Indiana University Bloomington
Lama Saeb Khoury
BA. With Honors, Richmond College
Shawn Randall Little






BA. University of Cincinnati
Joseph L. Mitchell, Sr.
B.S .. Central State University
Dwan Yvette Moore
BSEd.. University of Cincinnati
Nelda Rae Moore





BS. University of State New York Regents College





BA Michigan State University
Julianne Reisenfeld






B.SEd., With Honors, University of Dayton
Donna Reed Shank
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Mary Beth Sheridan


















SA.. Magna Cum Laude, College of Mount SI. Joseph
Mustafaa Baruti Yisrael
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Christine Marie Young





B.A. Wheaton College Illinois
Marina Baeza
BS. San Diego State University
Kristin Renee' Baird
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Jeffrey Bmce Barrow
B.FA. The Ohio State University
Gregory Lee Bell
B.A., Wright State University
B.A., The Ohio State University
June Vandegrift Bell
B.A., University of Pennsylvania
Lisa Marie Beresford




BA. University of Cincinnati
Colleen Marie Bucher
B.S,Ed., With Honors, University of Dayton
Kimberly Jane Buring
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Jennifer Vorell Bush
BA. Cum Laude, Miami University
B.S.Ed., Cum Laude, Miami University
Kyle Garrison Bush








BA. Pusan National University
M.Ed., Chung-Ang University
Michelle Denice Coleman
B.S.BA, University of Cincinnati
Stephen Edward Collins
B,S, With Honors, University of Dayton
Wray-Jean Connor








B.A., Wright State University
Lianne Margaret DeBanto
B.A, With Honors, University of Dayton
Courtney Lane Delgado
BA, With Honors, Franklin Pierce College
Tracy Marlene Deutch
BA, Northeastern Illinois University
Patricia Lee DiGiovanni
B.S., Bowling Green State University
Jacqueline Sue Dolwick




B.B.A.. University of Cincinnati
M.A., Athenaeum of Ohio
Eric Lewis Dustman












B.A., University of Cincinnati
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Pamela Parker Fine
B.S.Ed., Central Michigan University
Jeanine M. Flick
B.S., College of Mount SI. Joseph
M.A., Xavier University
Patty Ann Fredricks
B.A., Magna Cum Laude. Wilmington College
Tricia Ann Freyer
B.G,S., Indiana University Bloomington
Karen Michele Gehner
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Kathleen Mary Gerend-Meinking








B.S., University of Dayton
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Gary Charles Heck








B.S.• Plymouth State College
Catharine Kane Irwin






B.A., Edgecli ff College







B.A., The Union Institute
Karen Gay Koetzle







Dr, Jae Woo Lee
SA, Chung-Ang University





B.H.E" Sookmyung Women's University
Taryn Rae Levy
B,A.. The Ohio State University
Jeffrey Louis Liebert
B.S., University of Kentucky
Elizabeth Adams Malott




B.A., Case Western Reserve University
Melissa Jeanne Mauer
A.B" Western Kentucky University
Jamie Peters Mazza
B,S., University of Cincinnati
Brenda Kay McMee












B,S.N" University of Cincinnati
Deborah Ann Munafo
B.S., Xavier University
Kerry Michelle Romberg Murdock
B,S., East Central University
Maureen Margaret Navin
B.A., Loyola University Chicago
Teresa Maye Waddle Nichols
BA" Urliversity of Cincinnati
Julie Anne O'leary
B,S, University of Cincinnati
Denise Carla Ohren
B.A., Indiana University Bloomington
Carolyn Jane Orth
BSBA, Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Kimberly Ann Owen
BSEd, University of Cincinnati
Pamela Collins Owen
B.S, Eastern Michigan University
Soon Ja Park
BS, Chungbuk National UniverSity






B.A., Saint Mary-Woods College
MA. Miami University
Janice Pitts
B,SEd" The Ohio State University
Juliet E. Podd
BA, Magna Cum Laude,






B.A., University of Cincinnati
Ginny Lynne Robke
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Rebecca Lynn Rogers
B.B,A" Eastern Kentucky University
Mary Lynne Rohs




B.S.Ed., The Ohio State University
Christine Marie Russell
B,A" With Honors, College of Mount SI. Joseph
Soon Young Ryu
B.F.A., Ewha Woman's University
Laura Jean Sadler
B,S" University of Cincinnati
Adrienne Roxanne Schmidt








B.FA. Northern Amana University
Steven Anthony Seeger
BS, The OhiO State University
Ok-Soon Shin
SHE, Seoul National UniverSity
MA, Seoul National University
Yea Soon Shin














B.S.Ed" University of Cincinnati
Pamela Cotabish Sturtz
B.S.• Cum Laude, Xavier University
Joni Maureen Sweeney
B,S., Morehead State University
Debra Pearl Tetzloff
BA, Cum Laude, Saint Mary's College Indiana
Cynthia Joan Thomas






B.S., West Virginia University
Lois Ann VonHandorf
B.A., Thomas More College
Ki-Eun Wang
B.A., Ewha Womans University
Shu-Ying (Grace) Wang




SA. Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Jennifer Ann Wiethe
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Michael J. Willis
B.SEd, University of Cincinnati
M.Ed, Wright State University
Donna Decker Wisniewski
BA, Saginaw Valley State University
Alyson Michelle Witt




B.S., Sang Ji University
MP.E., Kyung Hee University
M.Ed., Ewha Woman's University
Wanda T. Elliott-Yates
BA. Coppin State College




B.A., University of Kentucky
Betty Jean-Martin Baker
B.S., Florida State University
M.P.A., Baruch College
Cheryl Horgan Beacock
B.A., Simmons Coli ege
Christopher Alan Biersack
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Renee A. Caruso
B.E.S., Thomas More College
Lucy Anne Crane
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
August Anthony Dattilo
B.S., The Ohio State University
Tim Lynn Denning
B.A., Indiana University Bloomington
Diane Marie Egbers
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Ingrid Rae Fabian
B.A., College of Mount St. Joseph
Jacqueline Farrier-Hogan
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Barbara Faye Greene-Pleasant




B.S.Ed .. Youngstown State University
Mary Irene Konstans-Benson
B.S., University of Cincinnati
M.Ed., Xavier University
Sherry Lynn Krapp
B.A., Case Western Reserve University
Ann Marie Lawrence
B.BA. Anna Maria College
Ronald Wayne Lawrence
BJA. University of Cincinnati
Trisha Lynne Dixon Lewis
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Debra Berke Lied
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Kristin Young Line




B,S.Ed., Cum Laude, The Ohio State University
Shauna Dean Miller





A.B.. Magna Cum Laude. Wilmington College
Stanford Ray Patterson
B.A., Thomas More College
Kirti Rege
B.A., University of Bombay
B.Laws., University of Bombay





B.A., College of Mount St. Joseph
Pamela Lee Shannon
B,S., The Union Institute
Cynthia Ann Solomon
B.S., University of Dayton
M.A., Kent State University
Ph.D.. Ohio University
Robert Joseph Sutton
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Barbara Lynn Szydlowski
A.B., College of Mount St. Joseph
Rachel Claire Thomas Ward
BA, Xavier University
Myrna Utz Twitty
BA. College of Mount St. Joseph
John Patrick Wloszek
B.E.S., Thomas More College
21
The College of Business Administration





































































































Ronald Richard Dodge, Jr.
April Marie Drake
Eric John Driscoll







Jason Thomas Gloyd Jason Michael McFarland William Russell Sullivan
Robert Joseph Groskopf Matthew Michael Meade Matthew John Swarts
Cum Laude
Christopher Michael Hatgas Melanie Eileen Meyer
Aaron Dennis Michael SwinkSumma Cum Laude
Hideharu Hayashi
Christina Ann Miller Michael Franks Synan
Christopher Ryan Heizer
Jason Eric Moles Keith George Tabet
Mark Robert Henestofel
Summa Cum Laude Nichole Lee Moody Marvin Lamont Tarry
Melissa Lynnel Heydinger Michelle Renee' Morris Jamie Leo Tillman
Magna Cum Laude
Nicolas A. Munne Penza Daniel Chung Jae Tjo
Carla LaTrice Howard
Jasqueline Maria Newton David Andrew Trimetti
Leslie Dennice Jakel
Christopher Liaquca Oliver Susan 1. Turmell
Angela Louise Jones
Steven Ronald Ostmann Todd Michael Uhlman
Sarah Michele Kaiser








Mark Joseph Keiner Kerri L. Weekley
Melissa Marie Pflum
John Joseph Kirchgessner II Peter Andrew Weimer
Brian Anthony Planicka Cum Laude
Todd Eric Knollman
Paul Alexander Roell Joseph W. Westmeyer III
David Patrick Kopser Cum Laude






Kevin Joseph WittichCum Laude
Jeffrey Thomas Kroger James D. Schade Jeffrey Daniel Woods
Andrew Mark Laverghetta Maurice M.G.L. Schilten Randall W. Woodward
Cum Laude Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude
Dustin Eugene Lehner Stephanie Marie Schuckman David Anthony Yungbluth
Cum Laude
Matthew Jude Leigh Cameron Allen Shandersky
Peter Jason Zingraf
Amy Katheryn Levek Kathy Jo Shaner
Kirk Alexander Liskiewitz James Lawrence Sheff
Master of BusinessCum Laude
Scott Steven Shirk
AdministrationMichael John Lohman Summa Cum Laude
Joaquin Jose Lozada Viktoria Sigal August 18, 1995
Anthony R. Luckhardt Kristopher Louis Simon James J. Allen
Cum Laude
Courtney Lee Stables B.A.• University of Kentucky
Andrew M. Mancini Cum Laude Todd A. Appleton
Cum Laude
Tommy Linden Stoltz B.S.• Cum Laude. University of Pittsburgh
Martin William Martorana Cum Laude Daniel Patrick Armbruster








B.S.• University of Dayton
Gregory F. Bedel
BS.B., Indiana University Bloomington
Richard David Beechy II




B.S .• The Ohio State University
Debra Estella Bruegge
B.S,. Summa Cum Laude. University of Cincinnati
Victoria Wood Collins
BA, Centre College
Jose Alberto Castillo Balarezo
B.LA. Pontificial Catholic University of Peru
B.S .• Pontificial Catholic University of Peru
John Ralph Chirch
B.S.• Magna Cum Laude. College of Mount 51 Joseph
Michael Orlando Cimini
8.S .• University of Cincinnati
M.S.• University of Cincinnati
Lynne Marie Clement






B,A.. Cum Laude. Bellarmine College
Patrick O'Connell Dolle




BS. The Ohio State UniverSity
Joseph Frank Feldkamp III
BSBA. Xavier UniverSity
Gibran Feliciano
B,BA. Cum Laude. Inter·Amencan Ufliversily
Puerto RIco San Juan
Jeffrey Alan Fields
BS. Northern Kentucky University
David Philip Francis
BS. Ball State Uruversily
Jeffrey Tyrone Heath






BA, Northern Kentucky University
Mary Louise Irvin
8.S, College of Mount SI. Joseph
Becky Smith Jones
A.B. Magna Cum Laude, Morehead State University
Jeffrey S. Keller
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Stephen Douglas Kreinbrink
B.8A. University of Cincinnati
Christopher V. Larka























BBA, UniverSity of Clncmnatl
Salvatore Privitera
BS. Suny Center Albany
Patricia Ho Quiroga Arroyaue
BS.PontlflCla UrllVersldad Javenana
Laura Theresa Reinhardt
BEE. UnlVlHslty of DaylOfI
Rachel Irvin Rhude
BSN, Magna Cum Lamie. Eastl!fIl Kl)fltuc~y Ufllverslty
MSN. InrJiana Uillversity fllooflllngtOIl
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Susan Jane Riekens
8.S,BA, Magna Cum Laude. University of Dayton
John Edward Robison
B, B.A., Kent State University
Patty Ann Rodgers
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Brian Robert Rogers
B.S" Cum Laude, University of Detroit Mercy
Paula Jean Romes
B,S.B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Martha Constanza Sanabria Rodriguez





B.S.E.E.. University of Cincinnati
Steven Anthony Soloria
B.B.A.• University of Cincinnati
Amy Lynn Sper
B.S.N.• College of Mount SI. Joseph
Suzanne M. Stegman
B.S.B.A,. Cum Laude, Xavier University
Thomas Martin Tepper
B.S., Wake Forest University
Selena M. Tierney
B.S" Northern Kentucky University
Betty Lou Wolfe Ulmer
B,S, Summa Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Daniel David VogelpoW




BSME, Ufllversity of Cincinnati
Colleen Doyle Williams
BSH, Purdue University Calumet
Erik Martin Zigman
BS, With HOllor. Dewy Institute of Technology
December 15. 1995
John Everett Barrett
BAAL The OhiO State UrllVerslty
Lisa Jo Bartz
BS . University of WisconSin Madison
Thomas Michael Beke
BB.A. University of CinCinnati
Ann Stauffer Binzer
AB. Ufllverslty of Mictllgan Ann Arbor
Jennifer Kay Bolden-White
B.S. B., Murray State University
Karen Rene Brabender-Feld
B.S.• Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Ralph Holton Bradburn, Jr.
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Jeffrey William Brauley




B.S., Trenton State College
John Mark Qark
B.B.A.. University of Cincinnati





B.S.C.E., Cum Laude. University of Cincinnati
Douglas James Doty








B.BA, University of Kentucky
Martin Joseph Gerrety
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Daniel Joseph Gerstner




B.S.B.A., The Ohio State University
Edward Allen Harris
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Amy Suzanne Hendricks
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Robert George Heurich
B.S. The Ohio State University
Jeong-Hyang Hur
B.C.S., Pusan National University
M.B.A.. Pusan National University
Christopher Lee Hutcherson
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Thomas More College
Kenneth Joseph Imfeld
8.S.B., Wright State University
Hugh McKean Jacob
B.S.E., Cum Laude, University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Jay Robert Jaspers
BA, University of Dayton
Gary Lee Kinman, Jr.
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Heidi Lynn Lucas
B.S.. Devry Institute of Technology
Orris Rainer Korte
B.BA. University of Cincinnati
Andrew T. Kraemer
BA, Thomas Mare College
Therese M. Kranz
B.S.N., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Joseph Clemens Kuderer












B.A,. Magna Cum Laude, Ball State University
Andrew Donald Orben
B.S., The Ohio State University
Leigh Ann Pagnard
B.A., With Highest Honors, Cedarville College
Michael John Perry




B.BA, The University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce
William Michael Rehl III
BS.BA, Cum Laude, The Ohio State University
David Ray Rolph
B.BA. University of Cincinnati
Joshua Emmanuel Samples
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Amy Jo Seltz





B.S.. Summa Cum Laude. College of Mount SI. Joseph
Christopher Jon Spiller
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Jeffery Lynn Stambough
A.B., Magna Cum Laude. West Virginia University






B.S.N., The Ohio State University
Christopher Anthony Tschieder
B.C.E., United States Air Force Academy
Stephen Jeffrey Tuckerman




B.E.E., University of Dayton
Diane Patricia Weidner
B.BA, Summa Cum Laude. University of Cincinnati
Mark A. Ziska
B.S., Cleveland State University
Mav4.1996
Fatime H. Acyl
B.BA, Universite De Moncton
Gregory Boyd Adams
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Kevin Thomas Anneken
BJA. Art Academy of Cincinnati
Karen Marie Arnold
B.SA, With Honor, Ohio University
Michele L. Banks
B.A., Thomas More College
Abdul-Karim Jihad Barghouti
B.S., University of Jordan
Jeffrey Scott Bamhorst
B,S., University of Dayton
Philip John Barth
B.S.. Bawling Green State University
Patricia Lee Baumann
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University
Robert Louis Bell, Jr.
BA, Edgecliff College
Troy Howard Bell




BS., University of Evansville
Edward Steven Bowen








BS.Ed:, Bowling Green State University
Maryanne Burns








B.S, United States Military Academy
Roger Gregory Corbly
8.S, Indiana University Bloomington
Patrick Joseph Corrigan
B.S.. United States Naval Academy




8.S., Northern Illinois University
Teresa Ann Desch
BA. Miami University
Burgess Leon Doan II
8A. Xavier University
Michele Marie Doll
BBA. Magna Cum laude, UniverSity at Clnmlatl
John Michael Dougherty
as, Suny Center Albany
Bonnie Lou Drenik
B S. The OhiO Slate UllIverslly
Thomas G. Ea"tman
BS. Wah O,sf/I!c(Jon. Clarkson University
Robert Jerome Ellerhorst
BS.ME. Purdue University Calumet
Cassandra Anne Evans
B.SBA. Cum laude, Xavier UniverSity
Andrew Barton Fitzpatrick
B.S.B.A., The Ohio State University
Steven David Friedmann




BA, Magna Cum laude, University of Cincinnati
Julie Ann Gratsch
BA.• University of Cincinnati
Edward Phillip Green
























8.SW, University of Kentucky
Pamela Marie Jordahl
BBA, University of Cincinnati
Leigh Renee Judd
BS , Miami UniverSity
Punchalit Kangsathien
B.S , The UniverSity of the Thai Chamber of Commerce
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Karen Anne Kaufman
BA. Cum Laude. Central Michigan University
Charlotte M. Keller
B.S.• Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
David Hillenbrand Kohnen






B.S.BA. Magna Cum laude. Xavier University
Barbara Stenger Lipps
B.B.A" Eastern Kentucky University
Michael George Lovelace
B.A.• Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Kurt Andrew Marty






B.A., Cum Laude. University of North Carolina Asheville
Richard G. Morgan, Jr.




B.M.C" University of Costa Rica
Patrick 1. Myers
B.B.A.• University of Cincinnati
Terry Lee Newby
B.S., Morehead State University
William George Noack
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati
Rodd Edward Novak






B.S., Purdue University Calumet
Chancellor List Perry
B.S., University of Tennessee Knoxville
Douglas Edward Peterson
BH., University of Dayton
Darrell Wayne Pitman
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati
Diane Renee Pohlmann
B.S.BA. With Honors, University of Dayton
Anita Louise Rhodes
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
John Bryant Rogers
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Jeffrey Lee Roller




B.S.C,E., Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Guy M. Ruwe
B.S., The Ohio State University
LauraM Ruwe
SA, Cum Laude, Xavier University
Maria Teresa Schneider
BA, Externado de Columbia University
Kristi Dawn Scolf
B.B.A.• Morehead State University







B.S., Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Gordon Smith, Jr.
B. B.A.. University of Cincinnati
Tod Spencer Stapp
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Michael Edward Stock




B.A, The University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce
Michael Thomas Taney, Jr.
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati
YakeTang
B.Laws" China University of Political Science &Law
Michele Anne Telech
B.B.A" University of Cincinnati
Evan David Thomas
B.A.. Thomas More College
William S. Thomas




BA. Cum LaUde. Vanderbilt University
Timothy Michael Thurman
8.S., Western Kentucky University
Craig Paul Todd
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Long Ngoc Tran
8,S.C.E., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Charles Raymond Tremblay














B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Marlene Elizabeth Wagner






B.S., University of Cincinnati
Bernie William Wesselman, Jr.






B,A" Summa Cum Laude, Miami University
John Michael Wirtz
B.S., Purdue University Calumet
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Stephanie Young
B.S.BA, The Ohio State University
Lynn Patricia Younger
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Patty Ann Zeuch
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Georgii Anatolyevich Zhirkin









B.E,S,C.• University of Western Ontario
Marcella Allison




B,S.• University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Merilee Ann Biehle
B,S .• The Ohio State University
M.Ed.. University of Cincinnati
Susan Flowers Carpenter
B.S.• University of Kentucky
PharmD,. University of Kentucky
Ervin Lynn Cash
8,S.ME.. University of Kansas
8A. Mid-America Nazarene College
Thomas Peter Catani
8S., University of Illinois Chicago
Mark Boyd Congdon
BS., The Ohio State University
Michael A. Cooper
8,S,E.E .. Ohio Northern University
James Patrick Cross
8S.. Wright State University
Tusharkumar K. Desai
B.E.. L. O. Engineering College
M.S, Technische Universitat
Paula Marie DiFilippo










8S. Case Western Reserve University
Thomas Greif Goyer
8S. General Motors Institute
Brett Jarvis Guge




B.E.S .• Thomas More College
Paul Lewis Keene
B,S .• Pikeville College
Raymond Charles Kemper III
B,S .• Cornell University
Qyde E. Kober




8.S,. Virginia Polytech Institute State University
Barbara Jean Langan
B.S.N .. University of Toledo
C. John Mason
B.S. Cum Laude. Bucknell University
M.D.. University of Louisville
Michael William McGrath







MS,. University of Massachusetts
Richard Anthony Rodriguez
8.S. United States Naval Academy
Chad Dean Seibt
BS.M.E.. General Motors Institute
Paul Robert Streffon




8S. Arizona State University
Chad Eugene Swiger
8S., Cum Laude, Fairmont State College
Thomas Christopher Timperman
SA. Georgetown University




Bishop Fenwick Teachers of the Year Award
John D. Fairfield and Alexandra S. Korros
Department of History
The College of Arts and Sciences
The College of Business Administration
The College of Social Sciences
University Scholarships and Awards
(Awarded at Honors Convocation, Apri/20, 1996)
The University Art Award Stephanie A. Lanter
The Biology Award Nicole A. Thobe
The Biology Prize in Memory of Dr. J. T. Clear Teresa A. Shenouda
The Joseph 1. Peters, SJ. Scholarship Andrea E. Pfarr
The Harvey A. Dube Chemist Award Eric P. Higgs
The American Institute of Chemists Award Kristen A. Nadler
The Frederick N. Miller, SJ. Award Susan M. Welch
The Alice D. Ragland Latin Award Meredith A. Banasiak
The Joseph A. Verkamp Greek Award Alicia L. Hachenberg
The John M. Zahurancik Award Matthew C. Hans
The WVXU Public Service Award Jolyon C. Fryer
The Lawrence J. Flynn, SJ. Award Melanie A. Jones
Theresa 1. Korbee
The John F. Niehaus Scholarship Neal T. Scanlon
The Sweeney Achievement Award Elizabeth M. Delaney
Kelli A. Kalberer
Margaret L. Leder
The Karl P. Wentersdorf Shakespeare Awards Elizabeth E. Fellinger
Cristy A. Shuja
The Robert G. McGraw '49 History Award Robert 1. Uhler
The Louis 1. Simon History Award Erin E. Hogan
Constantine S. Regas
The W. Eugene Shiels, SJ. History Award Christopher M. Tebbe
The Comer-Reynolds Award Daniel A. St. Charles
The Robert F. Cissell Award Kathleen R. Reiff
Paul E. Schmeltzer
Mark E. Vaske
The Kramer-Miller Mathematics Award Christopher G. Staat
The Richard 1. Wehrrneyer Pi Mu Epsilon Award Da11as R. Trinkle
The Joseph and Jeanne Bourgeois French Award Yvette A. Neirouz
The Joseph E. Bourgeois German Award Melanie A. Jones
The Matias G. Vega Spanish Award Lydia M. Dane
The Goethe Institute Award David M. Tressler
The Music Award Geanna M. Hansell
The Martin G. Dumler Philosophy Award Erin K. Hanley
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The Archbishop McNicholas Philosophy Award Christopher S. Kiefer
The Dr. Frederick A. Hauck Physics Research Award Keith G. Fennen
Kent A. Gifford
Ronald G. Singleton
The Theodore A. Kent-Bozhidar Kantatjieve Award .James F. Hirschauer
The Victor B. Nieporte, SJ.
Theology Award Brian J. Scircliff
The Dr. William 1. TopmoellerTheology Award Sean P. Tierney
The David William Snyder Theology Award Adam W. Darlage
Ruth M. Hurley
Megan E. Stewart
The Martin B. Friedman MBA Award Maria Schneider
The Wall Street Journal MBA Award John M. Boehm





The Jack and Mary Kay Downing
Teacher Scholar Mentor Program Anthony M. Glomski
Mikele N. Kocher
Sarah E. La Follette
The Excellence in Auditing Award Matthew B. Mull
The Excellence in Taxation Award Scott S. Shirk
The Champion International Scholarship Award Adam L. Korfhage
Elizabeth A. Matthews
The Financial Executives Institute
Undergraduate Award Mark R. Henestofel
The Department of Economics Award Emily A. Willson
The Craig Menderson Memorial Economics Award David P. Kopser
The Gifford S, Besse, SJ. Industrial Relations Award Kathleen A. Nienaber
The Gifford S. Besse, SJ. Human Resources Scholarships Kendra A. Berman
Gwendolyn M. Homan
The Robert G. Kluener Scholarship David L. Braukman
The E.F. Castleberry Award Robert L. Batcheller
Franco A. Biasi
David P. Marrs
The Hamilton Fixture Award Cameron A. Shandersky
The Wall Street Journal Undergraduate
Achievement Award Supasara Chongkolrattanaprone
The Financial Executives Institute
Undergraduate Award Christopher R. Heizer
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The Financial Executives Institute
Graduate Award Hong-Tsun Simon
The Rothwell Award James D. Schade
The John F. Niehaus Information Systems Scholarship April D. Hubbs
The Robert 1. Thierauf Award Patrick 1. Corrigan
The Senior Excellence in Management Award Brett E. Palmer
Seth D. Preus
The William V. Masterson Memorial Scholarship David J. Dobelhoff
The Walter A. Kumpf Outstanding Marketing Student Award Sarah D. Wagner
The Criminal Justice Award John M. Dunn
Jeffrey D. Jachimski
The Raymond F. McCoy Education Award Lydia M. Dane
Emily 1. Russo
Heather A. Sheidler
The Mary Dahlstrom Scholarship Tamara AF. Stath
The Sally Pruden Special Education Award Katie A. Schildmeyer
The Frank McVay Award Brandie L. Sasser
The John A. Wiethe Award Daniel 1. Taphorn
The Colonel Charles F. Williams
Military Science Award Eric Y. Baden
The Ida Casey Award Christine L. Barleycorn
The Anna Schwartz Rollinger and Michael Rollinger
Memorial Scholarship Mary M. Duffy
The Helen Hurm Award Kathryn L. Franko
The Spirit of Nursing Award Shirley K. Schlueter
The George F. and Agatha M. Salter
Political Science Award Matthew S. Whitehead
The Edward C. Gasiewicz
Political Science Award Erika M. Van Ausdall
The Oarence 1. Wagner Sociology Award ,Janella L. Franklin
The Virginia S. Sexton Award Melissa D. Dunphy
The V.I. Bieliauskas
Psychology Award Stefanie 1. Day
Kristen E. Link
Jennifer E. Lewis
The V. 1. Bieliauskas Thesis Award Kathleen S. Ferguson
The Francis 1. Hamel Psychology Award Maura 1. Witsken
The Glen LaGrange Psychology Award Angela L. Rollins
The Catherine Brizzolara Psychology Award Michelle M. Kesterman
The Charlotte Towle Social Work Award ,Julie A Schirmer
The Corilliam Honors Award Margaret L. Leder
The Vincent and Hilda Gudorf Minority Studies Award Stefanie 1. Day
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The Paul L. O'Connor, S 1. Scholarship Carly C. Smith
The Mr. & Mrs. Fletcher E. Nyce Scholarship Maisa E. Ferri
The Antonio Johnson Scholarship Kelie Roberts
The Thomas G. Savage, S1. Scholarships Sarah E. Meyer
Erika M. Van Ausdall
The Benjamin D. Urmston Family Peace Studies Scholarships Carly C. Smith
















































































































































Ershel C. Redd III
Colleen E. Savage



















































































Rev. Paul L O·Connor. S.J. Award
Heidi M. Pacella
Maurice Schilten
Thomas E. Sedler Award
Sherwin L. Anderson
Beth Carpenter
The Henry Bunker Memorial Scholarship
Brent Cullen
Athletic Adviso~ Board Student-Athlete
Community Service Award
Shannon M. Lundy




















































(Awarded at Outstanding Leadership Awards Reception, April 20, 1996)
Outstanding Resident Assistants Award Lisa M. Brown
Otto Kvapil Award Christopher P. Dake
Michael K. Meuche
Dorothy Day Medal of Honor Erica J. Martin
Brian 1. Zralek
Fr. Francis J. Finn, SJ. Award Jody Teneover
The Loyola Medal Brian J. Shircliff
Student Employee of the Year Angela K. Israel
Outstanding Contribution to Commuter Students Teresa R. Douglas
Outstanding Contribution to Non-Traditional Students Cesar A. Areliano
Rob Sieber Award for Excellence in Leadership Award ,Joseph R. Leon
Advisor of the Year ,James T. Snodgrass, III
The Cultural Diversity Awards Ava Jean
Jay B. Kalagayan
David B. Streicher Spirit of Xavier Award Glaisha A. Atkinstall
Sally Watson Award Damon P. Jones
Board of Trustees





Contributions to Xavier Community
































2LT Kenneth S. Bowles
2LT Melissa M. Carr
2LT Timothy P. Dailey












Military Honors and Commissions
May 10, 1996
Distinguished Military Graduates
2LT Michael D. Dake
2LT John P. Dalferro












2LT Maureen E. Myers
2LT David A. Trifiletti
Commissioned as Second Lieutenant Other Than Regular ArmyJReserve Duty
Armor
2LT Timothy P. Dailey
2LT Brian McCrary
Chemical Corps
2LT John J. Fangman
Armor
2LT John P. Dalferro
2LT David A. Trifiletti
Military Police
2LT John M. Dunn
Engineer
2LT Melissa M. Carr
Signal Corps
2LT Todd D. Beck
2LT Tammy S. Shidler
Ordnance
2LT Stephanie M. Courtright
Commissioned as Second Lieutenant Regular Army
Finance
2LT Kenneth S. Bowles
Medical Service Corps
2LT Michael D. Dake
Army Nurse Corps
2LT Maureen E. Myers
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Field Artillery
2LT John A. Bush
2LT Douglas P. Chimenti
Quartermaster
2LT Kristin A. Anderson
Ordnance
2LT William D. Godby
Field Artillery
2LT Billy D. Siekman
Xavier University Leadership Medallion
John G. Smale, LLD 186
It is an honor for Xavier University to have John G. Smale as its 1996 commencement speaker
and first recipient of the Xavier University Leadership Medallion. During his tenure as the chairman
of the board and chiefexecutive ofThe Procter & Gamble Company, Mr. Smale moved the company
into twenty-four new foreign markets and fifteen new categories of business through the acquisition
of corporations such as NOIWich Pharmaceuticals and Richardson Vicks.
At Procter & Gamble, Mr. Smale was responsible for major pioneering innovations that included
the creation of category management, the integration of purchasing, manufacturing and finished
product delivery into the product supply system. He also led the company to apply total quality
practices. He emphasized research and development, increasing the company's investment from
$227 million in 1980 to $693 million in 1990. Mr. Smale stepped down as chairman of the board and
chief executive in 1990 and retired from the board of directors in 1995.
Mr. Smale has played important roles in the successes of several other companies, including
Eastman Kodak, 1. P. Morgan, Berol Corporation and General Motors. The Board Guidelines on
Corporate Governance initiated by Mr. Smale and adopted by General Motors have set anew standard
for board responsibility and accountability across the country.
Beyond his business accomplishments, Mr. Smale has brought his talents, energy and determina-
tion to issues facing the community. As chairman of the Cincinnati Infrastructure Commission, which
created a blueprint for repairing the city's roads, parks and sanitation systems, he personally
campaigned - door to door - to win voter support.
Mr. Smale is one of the most widely respected and admired leaders in business. He has been
recognized by Advertising Age as the 1987 Ad Man of the Year, by the National Association of
Corporate Directors as the 1994 Director of the Year, and has been inducted into the Cincinnati
Business Hall of Fame. Last month, Mr. Smale was inducted into the National Business Hall of
Fame. He has received five honorary degrees, including one from Xavier University in 1986.
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Honorary Degree Citations
Most Reverend Wilton D. Gregory, SLD
WhenWilton Gregory became auxiliary bishop ofChicago in 1983, he was, at 35, one ofthe youngest
bishops in the United States. But even at that age, he had already completed the cursus honorem of a
Roman doctorate in liturgy, apastorate, and served as professor at Mundelein Seminary in Illinois, and
master of ceremonies to Cardinals Cody and Bernardin.
As auxiliary bishop, Bishop Gregory was responsible for Chicago's legendary Southside, with one
of the most richly diverse ethnic and racial populations in the country. He was notably successful in
pastoring this diverse community, where he earned the title - given in both affection and respect - of
"Lord of the Southside. II
In addition to his pastoral responsibilities, Bishop Gregory has continued an active engagement as
aliturgist. He has written extensively on the subjectofliturgy in professional and popularpublications,
and has been particularly effective at bringing the richness of the African-American tradition in
Catholic liturgy to the attention of the wider Church. In recognition ofhis abilities, his brother bishops
elected him - while still an auxiliary bishop - to the post ofchairman of the Bishops Committee on the
Liturgy. With great sensitivity, he fulfilled this not uncomplicated assignment and the Catholic in the
pew owes more than he or she realizes to Bishop Gregory for the improved quality of the liturgy in
parishes today.
It came as a suprise to few, except perhaps himself, when Bishop Gregory was named bishop of the
Illinois diocese of Belleville in 1994. In this diocese, which ranges from a large rural and farming
population in Illimois to East St. Louis, Bishop Gregory has renewed trust and confidence among his
flock, earning their respect and affection for his learning lightly worn, good humor and evident care for
every segment of his varied diocese.
"He is very dynamic, personable and brings tremendous enthusiasm to everything he does," says Fr.
James Marguson, vicar general of the Belleville diocese. "He quickly makes people feel at ease."
For his deep love of the Church and the people who comprise it, for his determination to strengthen
the relationships between the Church and people ofdiverse cultures, and for his commitment to making
the liturgical experience meaningful for everyone, Xavier is honored to award Bishop Gregory the
degree Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
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Helen DeCourcy Williams EC'42
Her life exemplifies the maxim, "God first, others second and self third."
These words sum up the essence of Helen DeCourcy Williams, a woman who has devoted her life
to serving others.
Her resume of service is lengthy and diverse, ranging from service on the boards of the Beechwood
Home for Incurables, the National Conference of Christians and Jews and the Fountain Square Fools
to volunteering for the Cincinnati Zoological Society and the National Coalition for Families and
Children. She is also a founder of the Mary Reparatrix Retreat House.
For more than 30 years, Mrs. Williams taught weekly religion classes to Washington Park School
students as part of a release time program with The Cincinnati Public Schools. This is especially
important to her because ofher own deep faith. "Her faith is the guiding part of her life," says Christine
Heekin. "She is extremely religious and very involved with the church."
Her spirit of voluntarism has earned Mrs. Williams the gratitude of the Cincinnati community.
Among her many awards are the Distinguished Service Award from the National Conference of
Christians and Jews and the President's Award from Xavier University. In 1987, she was named adame
of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta.
"She epitomizes all the best qualities of a dedicated volunteer," wrote Melissa Lanier when
nominating Mrs. Williams as a1987 CincinnatiEnquirer Woman of the Year. "Helen never talks about
what she is working on unless it is for the purpose of engendering enthusiasm for the project in others."
"The city is a better place because Helen lives here and contributes more than her share," adds
Charlotte H. Kinsley in her nomination of Mrs. Williams.
Her commitment to others is rivaled only by her devotion to family: husband William 1. Williams,
chairman of the Western-Southern Life Insurance Co., and their six children. To her children, she has
also imparted her faith and her loving, caring spirit. "Her religious convictions have been avery positive
influence in my life," wrote her daughter, Mary W. Clauder.
For exemplifying the true spirit of the Ignatian mission, for contributing to the betterment of the City
of Cincinnati through her service to others, and for her heartfelt devotion to her family, Xavier is
honored to award Helen DeCourcy Williams the degree Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa.
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Xavier's Heritage ------------------,
Xavier was founded in 1831 by Bishop Edward Dominic Fenwick, O.P., pioneer Catholicbishop
of Ohio, as the fIrst Catholic institution of higher learning in the Northwest Territory.
Known as the Athenaeum, the college's first building in downtown Cincinnati, was largely
fInanced by European Catholics and particularly by Catholic citizens of Vienna. The fIrst class
numbered 60 students. From its beginning, the school was dedicated to the patronage of St. Francis
Xavier. The Athenaeum attracted students from as far away as New Orleans, Mexico and Central
America, and its educational quality drew many local Protestant students.
At the invitation of Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati, the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) assumed
control of the institution in 1840, ensuring asteady source of faculty. Under John A. Elet, S.J., the fIrst
Jesuit president, the institution was renamed St. Xavier College.
Xavier offered its fIrst evening classes in 1841 and summer courses were introduced in 1914, thus
beginning a tradition of serving the unique needs and schedules of professionals and aspiring
professionals in the Cincinnati community.
In 1920, the college moved to its present site in Avondale, and in 1930 was renamed Xavier
University, reflecting its growth and complexity. While women had been attending Xavier's evening
college since its early years, Xavier's undergraduate "day" college bec~me coeducational in 1969. In
1980 Xavier acquired the Edgecliff College programs and integrated them with those
at Xavier, and by 1987, Edgecliff faculty, staff and students were moved onto the Xavier campus.
Xavier's growth in over a century and a half since its founding reflects its origins as a teaching
institution which soundly prepares students for careers or graduate study orboth. AXavier education,
particularly at the undergraduate level, is marked by the emphasis on liberal arts learning contained
in Xavier's core curriculum. Equally important in the Xavier tradition is the synthesis ofhuman, cultural
and ethical values; concern and respect for people; and an appreciation of the worth and dignity
of the self and others.
The College of Arts and Sciences, Xavier's largest and oldest college, enrolls approximately
1,650 undergraduate and 100 graduate students, and accepts the primary responsibility for the liberal
education of all Xavier undergraduates. The College of Business Administration enrolls 700
undergraduates and 1,200 MBA students, and is dedicated to preparing business students for positions
of responsibility and leadership. The College ofSocial Sciences enrolls 950 undergraduate and 1,200
graduate students in specialized areas of human services.
Xavier has been an innovator in graduate education, establishing, for example, the first graduate
program in Montessori education in the United States. Its graduate programs in education have
produced the second highest number of school administrators in the state of Ohio. Xavier's graduate
program in health services administration is a recognized innovator in the fIeld, and also provides
timely and expert advice to health-care professionals through its Xavier Centre for Health Manage-
ment Education. The Executive MBA Program, the Evening Hospital Administration Program and
the MEd in Human Resource Development educate upper level managers, professionals and
executives while they maintain their current positions in their respective organizations.
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Honors Bachelor of Arts Program
Students whocompleteamajor in classical
studies with emphasis on history,
literature, Latin, Greek, and philosophy.
University Scholars Program
Undergraduate students who have
completed a series of honors courses in
the core curriculum.
Honors are awarded on the basis of
out-standing achievement in academic
study. The student must have completed
at least half of the degree requirements
and halfof the courses in the major field
at Xavier University to be eligible for
honors. These honors are inscribed on
the student's diploma, printed on the
student's official university permanent
record and announced at the commence-
ment ceremony. These students are
easily recognizable by their gold honors
cord. Honors printed in this program do
not include the Spring 1994 semester.
Special University Programs
University Service Fellows
This nationally recognized service
fellowship program honors the highest
academic achievement and an outstand-
ing record of volunteer community
service. The recipients keep their




aquality point average of3.90 on a4point
scale in college work will be recognized
as graduating Summa Cum Laude.
Magna Cum laude
Bachelor'sdegreestudentswhohaveearned
aquality point average of3.75 ona4point
scale in college work will be recognized
as graduating Magna Cum Laude.
Xavier by maintaining a 3.25 grade
point average and performing ten hours
of community service a week. Service
fellows receive full tuition, fees, room
and board and abookstipend. There are
currently eighteen service fellows with
five new fellows entering next fall.
Cum Laude
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of 3.50
on a 4 point scale in college work will
berecognized asgraduatingCumLaude.
Associate Degree
Students who complete an Associate
Degree with the criteria above will be
recognized as graduating "withhonor,"
''withhighhonor''and''withhighesthonor.''
AcademicApparel History and Significance
The history of academic dress and its
significance has its beginnings from the
earliest days of the old universities. As
early as the fourteenth century some col-
leges requiredscholars towear longgowns.
Specifications of academic apparel
became greatly diversified in Europe.
In May 1895, representatives from
coIleges and universities in the United
Slates met at Columbia University to
adopt a national standardized inter-
collegiate academic apparel code.
The"Intercollegiate Bureau ofAcademic
Olstume" was formed in 1902 10 serve
as the information source in mailers
pertaining to academic dress. In 1932
the American Council on Education
appointed a commitlee 10 revise Ihe
apparel codes established in liN5.Review
and revisions 10 the lH95 academic
apparel codes occurred in 1932and I95 l ),
Gowns
The gown for the bachelor's degree has
pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The
master's degreegown hasoblongsleeves
which open at the wrist and is designed
with fasteners so that it may be worn
open or closed. Both the bachelor's and
master's degree gowns are black with no
trimming.
Hoods
Hoods are worn for the master's degree.
The material of the hood is black and is
made of the same material as the gown.
111e master's hood should be three and
one-half feet in length and lined with the
official color or colors of the college
or university conferring the degree.
The edging is to be three inches ofvelvet
or velveteen wilh lhe color being
42
distinctive of the subject to which the
degree pertains. The colors that pertain





Hospital Administration .. Kelly Green
Caps
Black mortarboards of the same
material as the gown are to be worn
with the tassel of the color pertaining to
the degree fastened to the middle point


























Norman Parr, Director, Trombone
Greg Bick '90, Trumpet
Commencement Committee

























































Doug Jones, French Horn
Alan Limke '87, Trumpet
The names and honors of the graduates listed are for purposes of this program and do not represent a final certification of graduation.
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,---- THE SEAL OF XAVIER UNIVERSITY ------,
The seal of Xavier University combines three principle ideas:
St. Francis Xavier, patron ofthe university; the Jesuit orderofwhich
he was a distinguished member; and the university. The five vertical
stripes suggest the coat of anns of the Xavier family. A right arm
wearing the Jesuit robe holds aloft the crucifix, signifying
St. Francis Xavier preaching Christ crucified. The three sea shells
signify the three journeys ofXavier into the Orient.Above the shield
is theJesuitseal, IHS, thefrrstthree lettersofthe nameJesus inGreek.
Below is the Jesuit motto, AMDG [Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam],
which translates "to the Greater Glory ofGod," and the words Vidit
Mirabilia Magna, a phrase from the psalms applied to St. Francis
Xavier which translates "he has seen great wonders."

ALMA MATER XAVIER ----,
DearAlma Mater Xavier!
Undying troth we pledge to you
That we the living shall hold true
The faith of those of years now gone
Inviolate kept and thus passed on.
So may the truth within us dwell
And may this·song ourvoices swell




The President, the Board of Trustees,and the
Faculty invite the graduating students and their
families and guests to Yeatman's Cove for a
reception honoring the students.
~!~~
Cincinnati, Ohio
